Did you know?
Linux is the fastest growing platform on Azure

What Linux distributions can I use on Azure?

Does Microsoft provide technical support for my Linux-based workloads?

What does Azure do to make sure all my Linux workloads are securely managed?

What about containers?

How can I run compute intensive high-performance jobs?

I’ve heard about SQL can it run on Linux?

Microsoft has strong partnerships across the Linux ecosystem. Various strategic partners include:

Microsoft supports all major Linux distributions like Red Hat, SUSE, Ubuntu, Oracle Linux, Debian, CentOS, RHEL, and OpenSUSE.

Microsoft provides unique integrated co-located support for Red Hat 3/2021 and other supported open source technologies running on Azure.

Updated images and C2 hardened images are available in the Azure Marketplace.

Azure offers TIRP natively supported managed Kubernetes container services.

Windows has the HPC enhancement built-in with Linux Azure to augment your Linux-based HPC + AI workload needs.

Azure SQL, Virtual Machines run great on Linux, featuring optimized price and performance.